Igojet Company Overview
Igojet provides a per-seat, on demand travel service
used by Operators and Charter Brokers
Igojet technology enables Operators and Charter Brokers to arrange
per-seat, on demand flights. Travelers can book trips by the seat at prequoted, all inclusive fares. Trips can be reserved on a date and with a
departure or arrival time frame of travelers’ choosing (on-demand).
Quick summary
This company overview of igojet is
presented to give the reader a brief
snapshot of our business jet travel
service. The following areas are
covered in this document:
•
•
•
•
•

Key Benefits
How It Works
Aircraft Types
Feature Comparison
Safety Overview

Travelers will enjoy a safe, reliable travel experience typical of business
aviation for trips where the costs of traditional whole-plane business
aviation alternatives are difficult to justify. Companies will reduce air
travel costs and enhance productivity across the organization by
leveraging igojet as a low cost business aviation alternative.

key benefits
► Business jet travel at per-seat fares between $2 - $4 per mile vs.

traditional business aviation’s $5 - $10 per passenger seat mile*.
► Same travel convenience and time savings of traditional business

aviation alternatives.
► Customized bookings to accommodate personal travel schedules.
► Ease of booking, flight tracking, and itinerary management.
► Adaptable to any aircraft and fleet.
* for illustrative purposes only; final pricing depends on Operator’s designated aircraft
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how it works

feature comparison

Request a starting and ending city for your itinerary. Next,
select your dates of travel. Finally tell us when you want to
fly so we can customize an itinerary that fits your schedule.
Specifically, indicate the time frame within which you want
to either depart or arrive for each segment of your trip.

The following chart lists popular criteria by which travelers
select business aviation services. The following primary
business aviation options (Ownership, Managed, Fractional,
JetCard, and Charter) are compared with Igojet’s per-seat, on
demand model:

Reserve arrival or departure time windows for each
segment of your trip that best fit your schedule. Longer time
windows will be quoted at lower fares since they allow us to
more efficiently utilize operators’ jet time and capacity. Your
final flight times will be confirmed within reserved arrival or
departure windows for each segment.
Confirm final flight times 1-2 days before, but no later than
6PM the evening prior to, your flights. You will only be
charged upon final confirmation (itinerary changes made
prior to this time can be made penalty free). Detailed
information about your flights will be sent at this time.
Should there be any delays or changes to your itinerary
after confirmation, you will be immediately notified.
Check-in at the airport 20 minutes before your flight. A
representative from the designated operator of your flight
will be there to validate your identification, help with
baggage, and ensure safe & secure passage. Should you
need assistance with your itinerary, an Operator
representative will be available to help.

aircraft
Operators and Brokers can leverage Igojet to arrange flights
on the aircraft of their choosing. However, a critical
component of a competitively priced per-seat model is to
employ the right sized aircraft for customers’ desired travel
needs. Based on Operator’s designated aircraft choice,
Igojet will help determine fares and demand levels needed
to achieve target revenues and profitability.
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safety
Igojet’s customer aggregation process complies with all Federal
Aviation Regulations pertaining to on-demand (i.e. Part 135)
operations. FAA Part 135-certificated air carriers who operate
flights arranged via our methodology and technology will remain
in compliance with safety standards established with nationally
recognized safety audit organizations.

contact us
For more information about igojet, please visit our website
(www.igojet.com) or send correspondence to:
igojet, LLC
Chicago Executive Airport – PWK
1115 South Wolf Road
Wheeling, IL 60090

www.igojet.com

Igojet licenses a customer aggregation process and supporting technology by which FAR Part 135-certificated carriers and/or charter brokers, acting as agents
for their customers, can arrange per-seat, on demand flights. Igojet has no corporate affiliation with any air carrier and does not schedule or operate any flights.

